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Taylor swift album covers 1989



Stay up to date with the latest daily buzz news with buzzfeed daily newsletter! Stay up to date with the latest daily buzz news with buzzfeed daily newsletter! Taylor Swift has dominated the music industry for nearly 15 years. She has released several platinum albums and countless hits, becoming one of
the most influential musicians of our time. Her next album, Lover, is due to be released in August, so now is perhaps a good time to look back on some of Swift's past music. The six albums she has released so far are iconic in her own way, but which fans think is her best? Let's take a deeper look at at
least Swift's most popular albums, according to fans on Ranker. Taylor Swift | Isaac Brekken/Getty Images for iHeartMedia 6. Swift's latest album Reputation, Reputation, which was released in 2017, seems to be the least favorite among fans. Although he went number 1 and spawned several popular
singles – such as Look What You Made Me Do and... Ready For It? — Reputation spent the shortest amount of time on the Billboard chart compared to swift's previous albums. Some listeners just feel like, after many years of living as a celebrity, Swift has become less relatable to her usual fans. It shows
in a reputation how some of the songs are just about her feuding with other people, instead of touching more real moments in life that fans got to see in her previous albums. 5. Taylor Swift Swift's first album - her own title - was also not very popular with fans, but for a different reason than Reputation.
Although Taylor Swift is full of relatable songs for teenage girls, this is mostly a country album, which is why she may not be a favorite for many current fans of the singer who like pop music. Still, swift's debut album put her on the map and made her a huge country music star. In the end, she managed to
fame this country and became a pop icon. 4. '1989' 1989 was known as the album that cemented Swift in popsynth-pop songs such as Blank Space, Styles and New Romantics. The album was also a star entering adulthood and at the time of its release was full of songs that were related to her young
fans who had their own life changes. However, those who loved Swift's old country sound may not have liked 1989 too much, as it was a huge change from the young, teenage Swift that many people knew at the time. 3. Fearless Swift's second album, Fearless, still holds the record for the most copies
sold and is the only diamond release to date. Although Fearless was a country record, he was able to capture many pop fans as well with songs such as Love Story and You Belong With Me. Many listeners were also fascinated by skills and enjoyed hearing about her life through her lyrics in more
emotional songs such as Fifteen and The Best Day. 2. Speak Now Swift's third album, Speak Now, was the second worst-selling album, but still occupies a special place in the hearts of fans. It was an era in which Swift began to release songs about famous exes, eventually giving her a reputation as an
ex-bashing songstress. Her single Back to December was about actor Taylor lautner, while the songs Dear John and The Story of Us told the story of another musician, John Mayer. When it comes to music itself, many fans love the fact that Speak Now was somewhere between a country album and a
pop album. That's when she started experimenting with her sound,' the fan wrote on Reddit. Her style and image is slowly starting to change from a country girl down the house to a more sophisticated lady, with a touch of fairy tale mixed w. 1. Red It seems that Red, which was released in 2012, is
considered Swift's favorite album for many fans. The album contains songs that are still very iconic, such as We Are Never Ever Getting Back Together, I Knew You Were Trouble and 22. It was also an era in which Swift began to show a different image. She ditched her curly blonde hair and began to
practice various simple styles. Swift often wore bold red lipstick, showing the world that she is successful in becoming the full-fledged pop star we know today. One of the most successful music artists of all time, Taylor Swift, despite the great evolution in her musical style, managed to stay at the top of the
charts. She started out as a country artist and smoothly moved onto the pop scene, selling millions of records and becoming one of the highest-earning musicians of her generation. Over the course of more than 12 years as a singer-songwriter, Swift has made millions with a handful of highly successful,
award-winning albums. Read on to learn more about how she got her start in country music, her various albums, and when to expect to hear new music produced under her new label. Taylor Swift age: How old is she and where is she from? Taylor Swift | Lisa O'Connor / AFP/Getty Images Taylor Swift
was born in Pennsylvania in 1989 (age 29). She often performed as a child and eventually moved with her family to Nashville to pursue a music career. She signed her first record deal with Big Machine Records, which was to produce her first six studio albums. Swift has been producing music for more
than a decade. In 2006, she released her first album, Taylor Swift, and her latest album, Reputation, sold more than 2 million copies in the first few months of release. She began writing and writing country music, as well as the last decade has moved into pop How many albums has Taylor Swift released?
Big Machine Records oversaw the production and rights to her music from 2006 to 2017. In 2018, Swift released a total of six albums, excluding several albums of emails and live recordings. Her studio albums include Taylor Swift (2006) Fearless (2008) Speak Now (2010) Red (2012) 1989 (2014)
Reputation (2017) There has always been a hint of pop in Swift's music, even with the release of her country album. As she evolved as an artist, her music became less country and more pop. Her fifth album, 1989, was the first album to be technically classified as pop instead of country, and included hits
such as Shake It Off and Bad Blood. When will Taylor Swift release new music? In November 2018, Swift announced that she had decided to switch from The Big Machine - the label that produced her first six albums in 11 years - to Republic Records. She wrote on Instagram: 'It's [exciting] to know that I
will own all my master recordings that I do from now on. It also announced that part of the deal it entered into requires Spotify to compensate its artists for streaming their music on its platform, and the music streaming service agreed. Swift has not announced when her fans can expect new music. But she
ended her Instagram message: 'Can't wait to show you what I'm doing next. And we can't wait to see/hear. Less than a month later, she announced the upcoming premiere of the tour at her stadium as a streamable special concert on Netflix. More music is sure to follow over the next year or so. Lover was
released on August 23, 2019, after much speculation. It differed from Taylor Swift's previous albums in different ways. Read on to find out what makes it very real and also with whom Swift can work with the next one. Taylor Swift's seventh album, Lover For most of her 13-year career, Swift released the
album every two years in the fall. The lover is her first to come out in the summer, and also the first of them owns the master recordings outright (if you recall the controversy surrounding this earlier in 2019). The album, which has as many as 18 tracks, differs from it in many ways. However, in a recent
interview with Zane Lowe for Beats 1, she called for a near-return to form in many ways, adding that it was just me as I sing about my life in a way that I actually experienced it. This is a compilation of her previous album, Reputation. What's special about Taylor Swift's Lover poses in front of a mural for
Lover on August 23, 2019 | Gotham/GC Images Swift says that with Lover, it's the first time I've written about love, which was very real, not a song like Love which I wrote when I was 17 years old. She continued, saying, Much of this was like the things that I saw in the movie, like Shakespeare, like things
that I read mixed with some how to crush things that happened in my life. And so as a writer you're trying to extend moments, Swift said. You try to take the micro emotions or feeling that you had for two minutes during the day and you take it and zoom it in and try to explore it. Now she is finally in a very
healthy place in her life in her very real romantic relationship with boyfriend Joe Alwyn. Her advice to new artists Swift has talked a lot recently about the struggles of the music industry. Now it offers advice to others who are starting out. Anyone who puts something in the world if it has a little bit of success
now that comes with control, she said. And that's something I say to a lot of new artists and a lot of people I've talked to who are like, 'Hey, so you've go through a lot of things. I'm freaking out, I'm getting my first wave of bad press, what should I do? And I said, Don't let anything stop you from making art.
Just put things in. Will Swift work with Halsey? Speaking of newer artists, Swift has a fan in Halsey. The alternative singer recently performed an excerpt from the title track at a concert at the Hollywood Bowl, where Swift also performed. She told the audience that she would love to work with Swift at
some point. Swift then mentioned Halsey in an interview with Beats 1, calling her an amazing writer, and she talks about what she cares about. I hope this means that she is interested in working with the artist in the future, because we can definitely see a big cob from them. Them.
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